Ha Long – A beauty of Wonders of the World
Vietnam is a country that stretches the S-shaped, with many natural landscapes
where are known by many domestic and foreign tourists. One of the most famous
landscapes in the top 7 wonders of the world. That is Ha Long Bay in Quang Ninh
province. If we came here once, we would not forget it. We can say Ha Long is a life
where each of us should go once to enjoy a sculpture of nature that the Creator has
bestowed.
Looking above to down, Ha Long Bay is a vivid picture with its name, Ha Long is the
beauty of a world wonder. Legend said that the image of Ha Long was surrounded
by the countless islands that like pearls have been ejected by dragons. Therefore,
Ha Long already beautiful even mysterious, make people want to admire. We can
visit and explore the Trong Mai Island, Toad Island, Sung Sot Cave, Dau Go Cave
and countless one. Not only attraction tourists, but also still hides the interesting
things about the ecosystem of the forest, the sea… When arriving here, each of us
knows where enchanted by a loving blue: blue of the sea, the blue of the mountain,
the blue of the sky, the green of the future youthful vitality.
In summary, any visitor coming here, we will feel it like an endless blue ribbon,
passionately in a fairy world. Indeed, in each of us when we had a chance to come
here was first kept this scene where the best pictures to save the Ha Long bay cruise
tour to share with all friends and relatives in the days sightseeing in here.
Ngoc Vung Island (Quang Ninh Province) in the summer
Ngoc Vung Island belongs Van Don District, Quang Ninh Province, has an area of
about 45km2 in width. While the neighboring islands as Co To, Quan Lan has
developed tourism for several years, but Ngoc Vung island still obscure. Sparsely
populated, the small town and no more motels so it is not related to the young.
Unspoiled island with unique road running along the coast, the only means is 3wheeled vehicle.
Seaway stretches almost 3km, unspoiled and sparsely populated as the most
attractive of the island. Blue water sea, sand beaches smooth makes these young
people are eager to come to the island, cannot wait to be rushed into the sea. The
bare feet on the sand clean, gentle, going away waves still chest. If you’ve tired of
the waves, let’s walk on the soft sand, picking up countless lovely snail that is hit by
bucket waves and it is built graceful castles.
To visit a small island with the simple house will be happier by a cycling trip. Don’t be
afraid to step into a certain house and ask to borrow or rent a bike leaning on the
fence, enthusiastic people willing to lend you. The newly harvested rice fields, the
ripe jackfruits, the children are waving to strangers through the alleys and small
roads through the village turn twist… You can eat dinner at local people with
affordable prices. At night, Ngoc Vung Island is very quiet, no modern equipment, no
internet, only having the moon, and the sound waves and frog croaking.
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